ALLEGATION OF NON-ACADEMIC MISCONDUCT

Non-academic Misconduct

Is this the first allegation against you?
- You will normally be interviewed by two Senate Assessors for Student Conduct
  - If they find you have not breached the Code, no penalty will be applied
  - A penalty may be applied. The outcome will be reported to your School/others as necessary

Your case is concluded

Your case is concluded

Is this a repeat allegations or very severe offence?
- If the allegation is complicated or very severe, your case might be referred to Senate Student Conduct Committee
  - A penalty may be applied. The outcome will be reported to your School/others as necessary

Your case is concluded

You can APPEAL against the Assessors’ outcome, to the Senate Student Conduct Committee, or against the Committee outcome, to the Senate Student Conduct Appeals Committee

Appeal upheld
- You can request reinstatement of your appeal ONCE
- A penalty may be applied. The outcome will be reported to your School/others as necessary

Your case is concluded

Appeal dismissed
- A penalty may be applied. The outcome will be reported to your School/others as necessary

Your case is concluded

Full hearing
- Appeal dismissed
- Appeal upheld

Your case is concluded

You can complain to the Scottish Public Services Ombudsman if you are not satisfied